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Identity is no mystery 

Consider the many and varied statements about identity embedded in the above account.  Not 
everyone would agree with all of the sentiments, but everyone knows what they mean, and 
reasonable people could have a transparent debate about any of them.  So while “identity” is 
nuanced, multi-facetted, pluralistic and relative, it’s something we’re entirely comfortable with 
in the abstract.  Identity is one of the core currencies in everyday life.  

 

I am Australian. We’re been having a flag debate – as have Americans.  Like you, we have several flags that 
different people identify with.  I was born in Queensland, moved to Sydney and have lived in the USA.  I 
feel like a citizen of the world.  Living in America, I learned a lot about patriotism.  My first kid was born 
in the US, so he has dual citizenship, which is handy. When overseas I missed a lot about Australia, 
including my football club ... 





 



Complicating generalisations 



Complicating generalisations 

• Relying Party diff from Identity Provider 

• User has no prior relationship with RP  

• User’s client doesn’t know RP’s ID reqts 

• User has a tangible choice of IDs & IdPs 



What problem are we solving? 

• Identity theft, ID fraud 

• “Token necklace” 

• Registration difficulty  

• Capitalise on existing registrations 

• Stranger-to-stranger e-business 



They’ve been asking 

the same rhetorical 

question about 

privacy for at least 

45 years.  

The answer is no.  



Not dead yet.  

Over 100 countries around the world now have data privacy laws, all more or less based on the 
OECD privacy principles from 1980.  And the public appears to react with ever greater  conviction 
to the many trespasses of digital businesses – facial recognition by social networks, spying on 
open Wi-Fi networks, predicting the state of shoppers’ health, augmented reality glasses, wearable 
computers  connected continuously to backend service providers, DNA “hacking” and apps that 
allow you to identify strangers in bars.  



Creepy or objective?  

People have a sense of what’s “creepy” but we need a more objective way to 
talk about privacy. The creepy test is subjective and malleable.  One person’s 
creepy is another person’s “Cool!”.  



Too often we sugar-coat privacy. The truth is, many 

businesses do well without much regard for privacy, 

and indeed some billionaires simply mock it.  



Privacy Engineering 

Privacy vs. Security 

 Convenience 

 Efficacy 

 Usability 

 New revenue 

Instead of  sloganeering, we should treat privacy as another one of  

many competing requirements in system design.  Just as 

designers have to resolve tensions between security and factors 

like cost and performance, privacy too needs to be weighed 

against many parallel considerations.  



What is and isn't working? 

Identity 

High-end Federation 

LOAs 

Privacy debate 

“Privacy by Design” 

Attributes 

FIDO Alliance 

Hardware security 

Data Privacy Laws 

“Privacy Engineering” 
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